
part three...
Name: ______________________________________ Date: ____________________________

obligatory -- p. 125

irrefutable -- p. 126

reproach -- p. 132

benign -- p. 133

inducing -- p. 134

rebuke -- p. 136

the way home... (125-128)
1.  GROUP 1: p. 127 “If I ever ask you to keep a secret for me,
 you will do it.”

2.  GROUP 2: Explain why Hans went to the Nazi Party office.

the mayor’’s library... (129-137)
1.  GROUP 3: p. 131 “Besides, she was accustomed to its 
 burden.”

2.  GROUP 4: p. 132 “Eleven-year-old paranoia was 
  powerful. Eleven-year-old relief was euphoric.”

3. GROUP 5: p. 137 “It took Liesel a minute or so to leave.
 She smiled at the steps.”

Mein Kampf
pp. 125 - 170
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succumbed -- p. 146

transcends -- p. 151

enter the struggler...(138-141)
1.  GROUP 6: p. 138 “We’ve both had it too easy till now...”

2.  GROUP 1: p. 138  “Please -- try not to look away.”

3.  GROUP 2: p. 139  “Those things happen when you wake
 from a bad dream, not when you wake into one.”

the attributes of summer... (142-153)
1.  GROUP 3 p. 144 “I tihnk that’s as close to love as eleven-
 year-olds can get.”

2.  GROUP 4: p. 145  “It was just another day, 1918.”

3.  GROUP 5: p. 151 “You can’t eat books, sweetheart.”
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aptitude -- p. 164
the aryan shopkeeper... (154-156)

1.  GROUP 6: p. 156 “The day had been a great one, and 
 Nazi Germany was a wondrous place.”

the struggler, continued... (157-160)
2.  GROUP 1: p. 158 “It’s a great book -- the greatest book
 you’ve ever read.”

3.  GROUP 2: p. 158 “It could be worse. I could be you.”

4.  GROUP 3: p. 160 “Mein Kampf. Of all the things to save
 him.”

tricksters... (161-167)
5.  GROUP 4: p. 162 “...two buckets of future ice.”

6.  GROUP 5: p.166 “As for me, I can tell you that I most
 definitely saw him.”
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the struggler, concluded... (168-170)
1.  GROUP 6: p. 168 “The juggling comes to an end now, but 
 the struggling does not.”

2.  GROUP 1: p. 169 “(German children were on the lookout
 for stray coins. German Jews kept watch for possible
 capture.”

3.  GROUP 2: p. 169 “How could he show up and ask people
 to risk their lives for him? How could he be so selfish?”
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